Earthquake-induced soft-sediment deformation structures in Upper Jurassic open-marine microbialites (Neuquén Basin, Argentina)
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ABSTRACT

Penecontemporaneous decimetre-scale soft-sediment deformation structures are reported from the basal part of the Upper Jurassic-Lower Cretaceous Vaca Muerta Formation, in the Malargüe-Las Lefias area of the back-arc Neuquén Basin (Mendoza Province, Central Andes). The deformed interval (Amarillas bed) is only 0.3 to 0.9 m thick but occurs in a wide area, larger than 1500 km². Its age, determined by ammonite biostratigraphy, is Early Tithonian.
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1. Introduction

Soft-sediment deformation structures related to earthquakes (i.e., seismites) are often preserved in deposits with contrasting granulometry, such as the alternating sands and argillaceous beds that characterize many alluvial plains, lacustrine environments, coastal and deltaic systems, and turbidite settings (e.g., Ringrose, 1989; Obermeier et al., 1989, 1993; Seth et al., 1990; Alfaro et al., 1997; Enzel et al., 2000; Alfaro et al., 2002; Rossetti and Santos, 2003; Jewell and Ettensohn, 2004; Singh and Jain, 2007; Fortuin and Dabrio, 2008; Perucca et al., 2009). More rarely, they have been described from more homogeneous sediments, such as fine aeolian sands (e.g., Moretti, 2000), sabkha evaporites (Bachmann and Aref, 2005), peritidal carbonates (Kahle, 2002), or lacustrine laminated deposits (e.g., Calvo et al., 1998). However, very little published documentation exists for soft-sediment deformation generated by seismic shocks that affect homogeneous, fine-grained sediments generated in open-marine settings. Characterization of such levels, however, can have a noticeable importance in determining regional seismicity and synsedimentary tectonic activity in depositional settings that are commonly characterized by tectonic quiescence.

In this work we describe examples of soft-sediment deformation structures recognized in open-marine, finely laminated, organic-rich, micritic carbonates of Late Jurassic age, generated in the Neuquén Basin (Central Andes, Argentina). The aims of this paper are 1) to characterize these deformed deposits and their structures, and 2) to document their seismogenic origin and discuss their significance in the geodynamic evolution of the basin.

2. Geological and stratigraphic framework

The studied area is located in the so-called Malargüe fold and thrust belt (e.g., Bechis et al., 2008; Giambiagi et al., 2009) in the Central Andes of central-western Argentina (Mendoza Province, Fig. 1). In this area, Andean deformation inverted the Upper Triassic to Lower Cretaceous sequences deposited in the Neuquén back-arc basin (Kozlowski et al., 1993; Manceda and Fiqueroa, 1995; Giambiagi et al., 2008). The studied stratigraphic interval for soft-sediment deformation is located in those sequences and corresponds to the lower part of the Upper Jurassic-lowermost Cretaceous Vaca Muerta Formation (Fig. 2).

This unit is widely distributed in the Neuquén Basin, and mainly consists of dark bituminous shales, marls, and limestones, which
characteristically show a markedly cyclic aspect, given by the repetitive succession of couplets of limestone and marlstone/shale. Subordinately and locally, cm- to dm-scale beds of sandstones and calcarenites can locally appear, these being interpreted as turbidite beds (e.g., Leanza et al., 2003) although in some parts they correspond to bottom-current reworked deposits (e.g., Martin-Chivelet et al., 2008). The depositional system is framed within open-marine settings, in which suboxic to anoxic bottom waters prevailed during some intervals (e.g., Doyle et al., 2005; Kietzmann et al., 2008; Kietzmann and Palma, 2009). Also it should be noted that the Vaca Muerta Formation is punctuated with intervals of abundant cm-scale beds of tephra. These latter are easily recognizable because of their white color, clayey nature, homogeneity, and sharp contacts with the host sediment; and they are indicative of volcanic activity in a nearby area. The Vaca Muerta Formation is well-known regionally, as it constitutes one of the most significant hydrocarbon-producing source rocks (e.g., Yrigoyen, 1991; Urien and Zambrano, 1994; Lampe et al., 2006).

The Neuquén Basin includes thick successions of Mesozoic sedimentary rocks (>6000 m). These overlie the basement of the basin, which consists of Lower Paleozoic to Lower Mesozoic metamorphic, plutonic, volcanic and sedimentary rocks. The basin is located on the western margin of the South American platform and limited by the Andean magmatic arc to the west (Howell et al., 2005) and by a tectonic foreland to the east, between a present-day latitude of 34° and 41° S (such latitude does not differ much from that of the Late Jurassic, Iglesia Llanos, 2008) (Fig. 1). The foreland consisted of the Sierra Pintada belt to the Northeast and the North Patagonian massif to the South. During Jurassic and Cretaceous times, the basin accumulated a relatively continuous sequence, consisting of >2000 m
of alluvial clastics, terrestrial evaporites and marine sediments. Volcanic activity accompanied sedimentation during most of the interval (e.g., Ramos, 1999; López-Gómez et al., 2009a). Some key papers describing the geologic setting of the region are those by Groebner (1946), Digregorio and Uliana (1980), Gulisano et al. (1984), Mitchum and Uliana (1985) and Legarreta and Uliana (1991, 1996).

The basin infill shows a complex geologic evolution which started with a Triassic to Early Jurassic rifting phase related to the continental-scale extension that occurred in the framework of the break-up of Pangea. Later, during Jurassic times, Andean subduction started along the Pacific continental margin. This process induced the generation of a N-S magmatic arc (along the Coast Ranges, from southern Peru to central Chile). Because subduction took place under extensional conditions associated with negative trench roll-back, a series of large extensional back-arc basins, including the Neuquén Basin, formed immediately to the east of the magmatic arc (e.g., Digregorio et al., 1984; Legarreta and Uliana, 1991; Vergani et al., 1995; Legarreta and Uliana, 1996). As a consequence of the activation of new spreading centers in the Central Atlantic during the Jurassic, Andean subduction soon acquired a markedly oblique, SE-directed, component that strongly determined the shape and evolution of the Neuquén Basin (e.g., Zonenshayn et al., 1984; Scheuber et al., 1994; Mpdozis and Ramos, 2008).

3. Soft-sediment deformation interval: the “Amarillas bed”

In the lower part of the Vaca Muerta Formation, the soft-sediment deformation is confined almost exclusively to one level, which is only a few decimeters thick, but shows a regional lateral continuity. Six zones covering an area of ~500 km² (Amarillas Creek, Lagunilla, Cañada Ancha, Felipe Creek, Loncoche Creek and Bardas Blancas) have been investigated in the Malargüe–Las Leñas area in order to characterize this deformed interval. Their locations are shown in Fig. 1.

All the six zones and the corresponding sections were analyzed for soft-sediment deformation structures and sampled for laboratory analyses and ammonite biostratigraphy. Among them, the Amarillas creek section, located a few kilometers west of the little town of Los Molles, exposes an 88 m thick stratigraphic interval; this offered the best possibilities for a detailed study, with well-developed structures along more than 500 m of excellent and continuous lateral exposure. In this section, detailed sampling for biochronostrophic analysis allowed the sedimentary succession to be placed in the Tithonian. Ammonite biozones include from the Virgatosphinctes mendozanus Zone (Lower Tithonian) up to the Corongoceras alternans Zone (Upper Tithonian) (Riccardi, pers. commun.).

It should be noted that the good exposure of Vaca Muerta Fm. sediments in the area allows us to infer that this interval of soft-sediment deformation is a unique event. Other soft-sediment deformation structures appear through the stratigraphic sections (mostly affecting sandy layers towards the top of the unit), but their lateral continuity points towards a local origin.

For all these reasons, the deformed interval herein studied merits detailed, individual examination, and thus it has been informally named the “Amarillas bed”. Its main stratigraphic and sedimentological characteristics are the following:

3.1. Age, stratigraphic control, and regional extension

In the studied outcrops, the stratigraphic interval containing the Amarillas bed is located in the lowermost part of the Vaca Muerta Formation, where the unit characteristically consists of black shales, laminated microbialites and thin-bedded limestones rich in radiolarians and foraminifers. This basal interval is defined by a sharp contact over the continental clastics of the Tordillo Formation, which usually displays a well-developed ferruginous crust. The Amarillas bed is situated several decimeters above that contact, under- and over-laid by undeformed deposits, which reveal their pervasive horizontal laminarion. The bed is 0.2 to 0.8 m thick and can be traced laterally along hundreds of meters and correlated through tens of kilometers among the four studied areas.

The Vaca Muerta Fm. is rich in ammonite fauna. The Amarillas bed is included, in all the studied outcrops, within the lower part of the V. mendozanus Assemblage Zone (Fig. 2). According to the biostratigraphic ammonoid zonation of the Neuquén Basin, the age of that biozone ranges from the upper part of the Lower Tithonian to the lower part of the Middle Tithonian (Riccardi, 2008), although other authors give it a narrower chronostratigraphic range: the lower (but not lowermost) and middle part of the Lower Tithonian (e.g., Aguirre-Urrrete, 2001).

3.2. Sedimentary facies

The Amarillas bed consists of thinly laminated, fine-grained limestones, relatively rich in organic matter and showing minor but variable amounts of silt-size clasts and clays (up to 15%). These limestones form laterally persistent beds with thicknesses of several decimeters (Fig. 3A). The most evident feature is the conspicuous sub-millimeter- to millimeter-scale, horizontal to sub-horizontal lamination (Fig. 3B). When observed in thin section, this lamination is defined by alternating layers of a) relatively transparent calcite, often internally showing irregular sub-horizontal, wavy to crinkly laminae, which are interpreted as the result of microbially mediated carbonate precipitation; and b) fine-grained wackestones with foraminifers, radiolarians and small peloids, and variable silt-size clastics and clays, interpreted as sediment deposited by settling and later trapped by microbial mats (Fig. 3C). Organic matter can be very abundant in some of these layers, appearing as irregular patches or outlining sub-horizontal, very opaque, bands. These laminated facies as a whole can be classified as microbialites (sensu Burme and Moore, 1987).

No evidence of subaerial exposure or relevant reworking by bottom currents is present in such facies. Bioturbation is very poor or absent. Benthic fauna are scarce, represented by occasional small oysters and small and thinly shelled pelecypods. The facies contain other fossils, mostly remains of planktonic or nektonic organisms including abundant ammonite shells (Fig. 3B) and some fish remains. Microfossils include abundant radiolarians and scattered ostracods.

The Amarillas bed microbialites are interpreted to be the result of laterally extensive microbial-mat development, which should take place in a landlocked, sluggish marine floor with suboxic to anoxic
conditions, at water-depths well below the storm wave base. The organic matter content suggests high organic productivity or good preservation and the absence of bottom-dwelling organisms. The occasional presence of pelecypods can be explained by even slight shifts towards more oxygen content, but still in the dysaerobic zone.

From a paleogeographic perspective, these facies were generated immediately after the abrupt marine transgression that affected the Neuquén basin during the onset of Tithonian time. Such a transgressive event caused the generalized drowning of the former continental systems.

4. Soft-sediment deformation structures

The Amarillas bed, consisting mainly of carbonate microbialites, shows pervasive soft-deformation of lamination. Although deformation ranges from slightly disturbed to strongly distorted, the observed structures reveal the semi-consolidated and coherent nature of the sediment, which allowed preservation of the original lamination. The deformation process was essentially ductile, although evidence of brittle deformation can be also observed.

Soft-sediment deformation structures in the Amarillas bed are cm- to dm-scale and rather complex. They include boudins and pinch-and-swell structures, normal faults and related structures, microbreccias, recumbent and asymmetrical folds, kink bands and associated folds, and composite structures. All the structures seem to be genetically related, as one passes laterally to others, and thus are the consequence of a common event (or a succession of events very closely related in time). These soft-sediment deformation structures probably are not independent, but represent different parts of larger-scale deformation structures, such as complex slumps. This would explain the coexistence in the deformed interval of extensional features, such as small normal faults, and compressive ones, with a net dominance of folds. The deformed interval as a whole is underlain and overlain by undeformed strata. The main features of the different soft-sediment deformation structures observed in the studied outcrops are the following:

4.1. Normal faults and downsagging (Fig. 4)

Many small normal faults and extensional fractures affect (and are confined to) the Amarillas bed. They are structures in the range of mm to dm and include sub-vertical fractures, listric normal microfaults, and small-scale sub-horizontal or low-dipping detachments. All of them die out both upward and downward. In many cases, they are associated with other soft-sediment deformation features, mainly boudinage and pinch-and-swell structures.

In particular, cm- to dm-scale normal listric faults are common in some intervals (Fig. 4), showing typical dip decrease with depth and associated roll-over anticlines. Locally the normal faults define fault-bounded semigraben- and graben-like structures showing downsagging features. Similar structures have been described in seismites developed in different depositional systems (e.g., Seilacher, 1969; Sims, 1975; Seth et al., 1990; Mastalerz and Wojewoda, 1993; Bhattacharya and Bandyopadhyay, 1998; Schneiderhan, 2008).

Microbreccias also occur in the Amarillas bed, forming bedding-parallel layers with 1 to 3 cm thickness, which are usually related to detachment surfaces. The microbreccias are formed by angular and non-sorted (1 mm to few cm) intraclasts derived from the fragmentation of the laminated facies. Sometimes, brecciation of the original sediment is only partial and is accompanied by ductile deformation. In general, these microbreccias show very little displacement and intraclasts often show matching boundaries. The microbreccia matrix usually consists of sparite cement.

4.1.1. Interpretation

Soft-sediment faults, downsagging and microbreccias are subordinated in the Amarillas bed. They indicate that, although there should
be a net dominance of hydroplastic processes, brittle deformation also took place and attained importance in some zones or within the deformation interval. It should be noted that some fractures and faults seem to have favored some minor upward migration of water (small fluid escape structures during deformation), although this process seems to have been always very subordinate.

4.2. Boudinage structures and pinch-and-swell layering (Fig. 5)

The Amarillas bed frequently displays boudinage structures (sensu Ramberg, 1955). They consist of lateral successions of boudins that affect sets of laminae, which are constricted at lateral intervals. Their sizes are variable, usually cm-scale in height and dm-scale in lateral extent, sometimes reaching more than 15 cm in height and several decimeters of lateral extent. In all cases, they show rounded ends. These boudinage structures resemble the "loop-bedding" described by Calvo et al. (1998) in Miocene seismites in lacustrine deposits of Spain. The boudinage structures of the Amarillas bed show similar loop morphology (links of a chain); however, they differ in their larger size and more complex patterns. Many boudins are composite (i.e., internally they consist of various smaller boudins vertically piled; Fig. 4). The boudinage structures are often associated with other soft-sediment deformation structures such as necking of laminae bundles and moderately developed pinch-and-swell layers. Normal faults also appear associated with the boudinage, affecting mainly the ends of the boudins. Some boudins show, internally or at their bases, well-developed, nearly horizontal detachment surfaces.

4.2.1. Interpretation

Boudinage structures in the Amarillas bed reflect plastic (hydroplastic) deformation of the original, partially lithified microbialites. They are generated by stretching of laminae bundles which show low contrast in competence. Similar structures (but of lesser complexity and size) have been documented mainly from finely laminated lacustrine sediments of several ages (Cole and Picard, 1975; Gibling et al., 1985; Trewin, 1986; Calvo et al., 1998) and interpreted as related to seismic activity under an extensional stress field.

4.3. Folds (Figs. 6 and 7)

Folds are the dominant deformation structure in the Amarillas bed. They show a wide variety of shapes and sizes, and their complexity is also strongly variable. They range from slightly deformed layers, defining simple, open, harmonic folds, to strongly contorted layers outlining tight/isoclinal disharmonic ones.

The abundance of asymmetrical folds (including recumbent ones) and overturned beds merits special mention (Fig. 6). They usually configure complex deformatinal structures, which are several centimeters to a few decimeters high and extend laterally for less than one meter, containing groups of folds. They pass laterally into other deformatonal features or undeformed intervals. Remarkably, it is always possible to recognize an undeformed base below the complex-fold structure. Sometimes they include small-scale reverse faults and thrusts with well-developed detachment surfaces and some minor sub-vertical fractures. The degree of disruption of the original lamination is generally low and the sediment mixing is minimal, with retention of the original bedding. The very complicated shapes of these structures do not show any evidence of subsequent flattening (post-slump compaction). This fact suggests rapid increase in viscosity/lithification after the deformation. The asymmetrical folds can show a preferential orientation in a single complex structure, but display a great dispersion when analyzing several ones, separated by only few meters in the same bed and outcrop. The disturbances are essentially "in situ" with an insignificant degree of forward displacement involved in their formation.

In addition to those complex features, the Amarillas bed also shows simpler fold structures. They show rounded hinges and a wide variety of shapes and sizes. They range from slightly deformed layers, defining simple, open, harmonic folds, to strongly contorted ones. Circular and monoclinal shapes are common. Minor faults, associated with the folding, appear occasionally. Along the analyzed exposures, there is not a clear directional component in these fold structures, and apparent opposite directions in the dip of fold axial planes are common, although a detailed, quantitative analysis of these directions has not been done.
Much less commonly, the Amarillas bed also shows cm-scale kink bands affecting the microbialites (Fig. 7). They are commonly observed in conjugate pairs, which can define box folds and chevron folds. Such folds form when two or more kink bands merge to form continuous zones of deformation. Although they are in some ways analogous to folds described previously, kink bands and the resulting structures are formed by a simple shear mechanism and represent an alternative shortening mechanism to continuous folding.

4.3.1. Interpretation

The complex structures consisting of asymmetrical and overturned folds were developed under a hydroplastic behavior under a quasi-solid state. A laminar liquefied flow, which deforms primary bedding without obliterating it (Lowe, 1975) could account for the internal coherence of those complex structures. In the absence of a significant slope, the deformation should start only after a noticeable reduction of the shear strength in the partially consolidated deposits (e.g., Owen, 1987). The weak post-deformation compaction features recognized in the complex-fold structures have been interpreted in some circumstances as evidence of rapid dewatering, contemporaneous with the formation of the slump-like structure (Montenat et al., 2007). However, the type of facies and the practical absence of water escape structures suggest no substantial dewatering and, on the contrary, a rapid recuperation of viscosity towards the consolidated state by the sediment after deformation. Some similar folded structures have been recognized in seismites of lake sediments (e.g., Marco and Agnon, 1995; Rodriguez-Pascua et al., 2000; Marco and Agnon, 2005; Spalluto et al., 2007). These folded beds, however, differ from those of the Amarillas bed in that they are in clear association with mixed layers (sensu Marco and Agnon, 1995), i.e. stratigraphic levels of limited lateral extent that show a gradual upward transition from the folded bed into fragment-supported and matrix-supported textures between undeformed beds, and whose origin is associated with the activity of synchronous local faults.

Isolated folds in the Amarillas bed also reflect a ductile deforming process, although the common presence of associated reverse microfaults suggests a transitional behavior between brittle and ductile. The different orientation of the axial planes of folds within
each outcrop could suggest cyclic shear stress during earthquakes (e.g., Marco and Agnon, 1995; Rodríguez-Pascua et al., 2000; Marco and Agnon, 2005; Rodríguez-López et al., 2007; McCalpin, 2009).

Finally, the presence of kink bands reveals a strong anisotropy in the deformed microbialites. This anisotropy is present in the very thin layers that define the lamination, as is acquired by sediment in a state of relatively high consolidation/lithification, greater than the semi-consolidated state revealed by the formation of the ductile folds and slump-like structures described previously.

4.4. Composite structures (Fig. 8)

The soft-sediment deformation structures described above often appear conjointly, forming complex, composite structures that reveal not only a genetic relationship but a succession in their development. These complex structures, such as the one illustrated in Fig. 8, show the following genetic sequence: 1) simple boudins, 2) complex boudins with development of sub-horizontal detachment surfaces, 3) normal fault development (in conjugate pairs and affecting mainly the extremes of the boudins), 4) downsagging, and 5) folding and development of kink bands. Complex folds can also appear within these complex structures, although their position within the time-sequence is unclear.

4.4.1. Interpretation

The described genetic sequence indicates that the first structures that formed were the boudins, already under conditions of low viscosity and plastic behavior, and under extensional stress. The development of sub-horizontal detachment surfaces, and normal (mostly listric) faults indicates some brittle deformation, indicating that the ductile-brittle transition had been reached. Folding at the end of the deformation process suggests contractional stresses affecting a sediment that already have recovered part of its viscosity.
5.1. Deformation style and its significance

In the microbialites that form the Amarillas bed in the Vaca Muerta Formation, soft-sediment deformation took place early after sedimentation, when the sediment, always fine-grained, was partially consolidated and had a cohesive behavior. Deformation occurred in finely laminated deposits of microbial origin, on a nearly horizontal surface in a basinal or outer-ramp setting in the Neuquén Basin. In the absence of a well-defined slope, deformation could start only after a drastic reduction of the shear strength of those cohesive sediments. The main deformational features (boudinage, pinch-and-swell structures, and complex folding) indicate that deformation dominantly took place in a hydroplastic way. However, the coexistence of those structures with other brittle ones such as small-scale normal listric faults, fractures, sub-horizontal detachments, kink bands, and micro-breccias, suggests that in some cases the deformation occurred in the ductile-brittle field transition. The deformation episode was intense and rapid and, afterwards, the deformed sediment quickly recovered its viscosity and shear strength. This allowed the preservation of all the structures without any subsequent compaction, flattening or collapse. After the event, flat-lying and non-deformed microbialites continued to form, draping the deformed deposits. This indicates that sedimentation recovered its regular setting in a quiet environment without significant disturbances.

Both contractional and extensional structures are present in the Amarillas bed, which is typical of slump structures with extension at the head zone and compression at the toe zone. This coexistence has been commonly described from deformed unconsolidated sediments and frequently interpreted as the result of earthquakes (e.g., Rodríguez-López et al., 2007), especially when the paleoslope is extremely low, as in the case studied here.

5.2. Trigger mechanism: seismic shock

The observed soft-sediment deformation structures and their confinement to the Amarillas bed strongly suggest that the trigger mechanism had an instantaneous nature. Usual trigger factors invoked for soft-sediment deformation in marine settings include seismic shocks and shaking, pressure changes related to storm currents, breaking waves and flood surges, bioturbation, oversteepening, gravitational density flows, and overloading of sediments. From these, earthquake shocks seem the only plausible trigger factor for the Amarillas bed deformations. The combination of the following criteria supports this statement: (1) the deformed interval occurs within basinal microbialites. Deformed beds are under- and overlap by entirely undisturbed horizontal sediments. (2) The deformed interval can be laterally followed in the same outcrop for more than 600 m (all its length) and regionally correlated over 100 s km². (3) The observed soft-sediment deformation structures indicate that deformation was penecontemporaneous with deposition, with the sediment only partially lithified. (4) Deformation took place in a short time interval, after a drastic reduction of the yield strength, and under a behavior dominantly hydroplastic (but near the ductile-brittle field transition). (5) The duration of the deformable state was very short. (6) The paleoslope of the Amarillas bed was extremely low.

Several authors (e.g., Jones and Omoto, 2000; Moretti, 2000; Spalluto et al., 2007) point to the necessity of discussing the exclusion of all other possible trigger mechanisms before soft-sediment deformation structures could be identified as seismically induced. The reason for this negative approach resides in the well-known fact that many soft-sediment deformation structures can be developed under different causes. For the studied case, however, this discussion is simple and can seem even tautological, as the depositional setting in which the deformed facies were deposited lacks the physical processes that are capable of inducing comparable soft-sediment deformation structures. In particular, the following aspects should be noted: 1) the absence of facies indicating severe storms, 2) the absence of traction processes or evidence of bottom currents, 3) the absence of a significant sedimentary slope to indicate significant gravity sliding or slumping, 4) the absence of significant borrowing, 5) the absence of features related to sudden sediment loading, and 6) the absence of structures indicating abrupt fluid escape.

Two further aspects are commonly discussed in the literature when trying to identify a seismic triggering mechanism for soft-sediment deformation. These refer to the similarity of the analyzed structures to those reported from 1) well-documented field examples of seismites or 2) laboratory experiments in shaking tables (e.g., Kuenen, 1958; Owen, 1987, 1996; Moretti et al., 1999). In our study, very similar structures to those recorded have been previously shown in field examples of seismically induced deformation and also, in some cases, in laboratory models. However, it should be noted that many structures commonly related to (but not necessarily diagnostic of) seismic activity in the literature are not present (or are very scarce) in the Amarillas bed. These include, among others, mushroom-like structures, flames, well-developed mixed layers, ball-and-pillow structures, sand dikes, sand volcanoes, load structures, pseudonodules and homogenized beds. The reason for these absences is the control that the partially consolidated microbialites exert on deformation. The calcareous, fine-grained material which composes the Amarillas bed is much less prone to liquefaction or fluidization than sediment of greater grain size (e.g., Allen, 1982). The lack of sandy deposits and homogeneity of the deposits also limit the development of density gradients and consequent gravitational instabilities within the
Fig. 8. Composite soft-sediment deformation structure in the Amarillas bed. The deformation includes boudinage structures, sub-horizontal detachment surfaces, normal faults, downsagging and later contractional folding (with associated low-angle reverse faults) and kink-band development.

sediments. The texture and the rheological characteristics of the partially consolidated, thinly laminated deposits strongly determined the type of soft-sediment structures and their degree of deformation, rather than the existence and magnitude of a seismic trigger mechanism.

5.3. Earthquake characterization

Several studies have attempted to extract genetic information from seismically induced soft-sediment deformation structures concerning the magnitude, epicentral location, frequency and intervals of past earthquakes (e.g., Sims, 1975; Hempton and Dewey, 1983; Allen, 1986; Audemard and De Santis, 1991; Cojan and Thiry, 1992; Guiraud and Plaziat, 1993; Obermeier et al., 1993; Marco and Agnon, 1995; Jones and Omoto, 2000; Moretti, 2000; Rodríguez-Pascua et al., 2000).

Most of these studies are based on the assumption that specific deformation processes need a minimum magnitude to trigger deformation, and thus, that the resultant deformation structures can be indicative of earthquake magnitude and epicentral location. These correlations between seismically induced structures and earthquake parameters should however be carefully analyzed in each study case.

As shown in the previous section, the morphology and type of soft-sediment deformation structures displayed in a seismite bed strongly depends on the nature and behavior of the original facies, rather than the intensity of the triggering mechanism. In this sense, the presence of structures generated by liquefaction in seismites is commonly considered as an indicator of earthquake magnitude. According to computational models by Atkinson (1984), the presence of liquefaction features would indicate magnitudes of 5 if restricted to a radius of 4 km, or higher if the epicentral distance is larger. In the Amarillas bed, the soft-sediment deformation extends beyond a radius of 35 km, but no liquefaction structures are recorded anywhere, probably because the sediment was too cohesive to behave in that way despite the magnitude of the seismic shocks. Ductile features such as those recorded in the Amarillas bed have been occasionally considered as possible indicators of earthquake magnitude, but the estimates are usually only supported by tentative hypotheses. Rodríguez-Pascua et al. (2000) suggest that loop-bedding structures (small-scale boudins) developed in lacustrine, cohesive, laminated sediments could correspond to seismicity with magnitude lower than 4, although they did not give any argument for that statement, except that they are not indicative of liquefaction that would suggest magnitudes of 5 or larger.
In the Amarillas bed, the absence of liquefaction/fluidization structures does not seem to be necessarily indicative of a low earthquake magnitude but of the absence of sediments prone to this rheological behavior when submitted to seismic shocks. However the wide lateral extent of the Amarillas bed, and the great homogeneity of its deformational features, points to a large and probably deep earthquake affecting wide areas in the basin.

The Neuquén Basin during the Jurassic behaved as a back-arc basin, in which sedimentation took place under the influence of repeated extensional tectonism. This tectonic activity was concentrated in the Early and Middle Jurassic (e.g., Legarreta and Gulisano, 1989; Bechis et al., 2008), although recent work indicates that extensional fault movements persisted up to the Kimmeridgian (Mescua et al., 2008; López-Gómez et al., 2009b). For the Tithonian, however, no clear evidence of extensional tectonics has been reported. In fact, it is generally assumed that the sedimentation of the Vaca Muerta Formation took place under conditions of relative tectonic quiescence and thermal subsidence (Legarreta and Gulisano, 1989; Gulisano, 1992). The soft-sediment deformation structures of the Amarillas bed cannot be easily correlated to the activity of any fault in the basin.

However, the triggering earthquake could have taken place quite deeply below the basin, within the slab of oceanic lithosphere that subducted beneath the Andean continental margin. In the present-day situation, most earthquakes of western South America are due to strains generated by ongoing subduction of the Nazca plate beneath the South America plate. The subducted Nazca plate is seismically active to depths of about 650 km (e.g., Barazangi and Isacks, 1976), although most seismic shocks affecting the retroarc areas of the Cordillera are related to intermediate-depth earthquakes (i.e., with focal depths of 70-300 km; e.g., Bolt, 2004). It should be noted that intermediate-depth earthquakes (and also the deep-focus ones, >300 km deep) represent deformation within subducted plates, rather than deformation at plate boundaries. They typically cause less damage on the ground surface above their focus than is the case with similar magnitude shallow-focus earthquakes, but large intermediate-depth and deep-focus earthquakes may be felt at much greater distances from their epicenters.

**6. Conclusions**

1. In this work, we describe and interpret examples of soft-sediment deformation structures recognized in open-marine, horizontally laminated, microbialial sediments. These sediments and the deformation structures were generated in the northern part of the Neuquén Basin, a back-arc basin controlled by the oblique subduction occurring at the western margin of Gondwana.

2. The soft-sediment deformation structures are reported from the Amarillas bed, located in the basal part of Vaca Muerta Formation in all the studied outcrops of the Malargüe-Las Leñas area (Mendoza Province). The Amarillas bed is 0.3 to 0.9 m thick but extends over 1500 km², and its age has been constrained in all the studied outcrops by ammonite chronobiostratigraphy (V. mendozanus Zone, Early Tithonian). The deformed interval as a whole is underlain and overlain by undeformed strata. Its isochronous nature is also supported by its invariant stratigraphic position in all studied sections.

3. The soft-sediment deformation structures were developed in finely laminated, partially consolidated, calcareous microbialial sediments deposited in open-marine, poorly oxygenated settings, apparently devoid of any significant slope. These deposits were deformed early after sedimentation.

4. At the time of soft-sediment deformation, the microbialial facies were characterized by high cohesion, high natural shear strength and high sensitivity to plastic or brittle deformation. The integration of fine material and microbial mats probably imparted high cohesion to these deposits from the moment of sedimentation. On the contrary, they were not prone to extensive fluidization.

5. Deformation varies from slightly disturbed to strongly distorted, and includes 1) normal faults, mainly of listric type, and detachment surfaces; 2) boudins and pinch-and-swallow structures, showing different degrees of complexity and a variety of sizes and morphologies; 3) a great variety of folding structures, including coherent, non-forward displacing, complex folds; strongly asymmetrical folds and overturned structures; simpler folds with rounded hinges and recumbent shapes showing no obvious preferential orientation; and kink bands and related folds; and 4) composite structures. The dimensions of the observed soft-sediment deformation structures are in the range of a few centimeters to several decimeters, but they are laterally related and probably constitute different parts of larger structures such as complex slumps, in which zones of contraction (typically the toe zone) and extension (head zone) coexist. The deformation features reveal the semi-consolidated and coherent nature of the sediment, and the deformation process was essentially ductile, although evidence of minor brittle deformation can also be observed. The texture and the rheological characteristics of the microbial mats (fine-grained, partially consolidated, and thinly laminated) strongly determined the type of soft-sediment structures and their degree of deformation. These biogenic deposits were not prone to liquefaction or fluidization processes.

6. The sedimentological, stratigraphical, geographical and structural characteristics of the soft-sediment deformation structures that define the Amarillas bed strongly point toward a seismic origin. These characteristics cannot be explained by other mechanisms, including gravitational, hydrodynamical, biological or stratigraphical processes. All the observed deformation is genetically related and the consequence of a common, essentially instantaneous event.

7. On the basis of the observed soft-sediment deformation structures, their wide distribution, their lateral homogeneity, and the geodynamic framework of the basin in which they were generated, the Amarillas bed can be tentatively attributed to a large intermediate-depth earthquake that could have occurred within the plate that subducted beneath the Andean continental margin and the Neuquén back-arc basin.
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